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INTRODUCTION
N preparing this book it has been our

object to present a carefully compiled,

complete and authentic dictionary of

the descriptive, commercial and histori-

cal silk terms employed in the silk

world, as related to every state of manufactured goods,

from the raw silk to the finished broad and narrow

silks, including weaves, styles, patterns, woven, printed

and color effects, etc.

It will prove a valuable reference book for use

by manufacturers, stylers, the buyers of silk goods

and wholesale and retail salesmen. To the silk student

it is a short cut to a quick and reliable understanding

of technical matters not to be found in text books.

Before publication in book form this Dictionary

of Silk Terms was brought to the notice of the fore-

most fabric and style experts for full and free criti-

cism, revision and amendment and, therefore, cannot

fail to prove of value as a handy reference work in

the mill and in wholesale and retail silk departments

everywhere. In this belief we send it forth on its

mission to the silk manufacturers and trade.
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DICTIONARY
Abbatre. Patterns showing depressed effects.

Abis Messaline Taffeta. Trade name for a

high-grade taffeta with messaline finish. The name
"Abis" of no special or definite significance.

Ad-Hock. A trade name applied to over-print-

ing; hand-block printing in colors over a jacquard de-

sign.

Agra Gauze, Gaze d'Agra. A strong, transpar-

ent, gauze-like silk fabric.

A Jour. Openwork effect.

Alba Velvet. Brand name for a jacquard velvet.

Reg.

Alexandria. Prior to the Seventh Century, Alex-

andria was well known for its silk manufactures.

Algerian Silk. Brand name for a coarse rough

silk. *Reg.

Alleppo. Famous for its silks, Sixteenth Cen-

tury.

Allovers. Relating to the design which covers,

as distinguished from fragmentary motifs, borders or

stripes.

Alma. Cloth of double twill weave running diag-

onally from left to right. Originally made in black for

mourning wear.

*Reg. : Registered in the Registered Trade Mark Bureau
of the Silk Association of America.
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Anaphe Silk. A species of wild silk produced

in Africa by the Anaphe silkworm.

Anaphe Silkworm. A genus of silkworm found

in Uganda and other parts of Africa. Feeds on the

leaves of a species of fig tree. The nest and cocoons

which are formed in considerable numbers, are used for

waste silk. In Southern Nigeria anaphe silk is used by

the natives in conjunction with cotton for making the

so-called "soyan" cloths.

Anatolia. Famous for its silk stuffs, Sixteenth

Century.

Antherea. A genus of moths belonging to the

bombyx and silk-division ; the leading varieties are

:

A. Paphia or tussah, A. mylitta, A. pernyi, A. Muga,

or assamo, A. mezankoorle, A. roylei.

Antique. Applied to certain fabrics in imitation

of the silk stuffs of former centuries ; instance, satin

antiques, moire antiques, etc.

Applique. Materials cut out and sewed, embroid-

ered or pasted on other materials.

Arabesque. A style of scroll design, famous in

the Sixteenth Century. Patterns of an Arabic nature.

Aridas. A glossy silk fabric of smooth texture.

Armenia. Noted for its silk stuffs, Sixteenth Cen-

tury.

Armorclad. Trade name for a double-warp taf-

feta of great strength and wear.

Armozeen. A stout black silk, used chiefly for

hat bands.
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Armure. A twilled weave showing a broken rib

or pebbled surface.

Armure-Laine. A heavy ribbed or corded silk,

wool-filled.

Armure-laine.

Armure Satinee. A silk showing a fine twill

armure surface and satin back.

Arrasene. A cord or thread of silk or wool;

resembles chenille ; used for embroidery.

Artificial Silk. An imitation of natural silk,

secured by treating cellulose obtained from any source,

usually cotton waste or wood pulp, by various processes,
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the chief object of which is to impregnate the cellulose

with nitrogen.

Art Serge. Any fabric of a serge character in

esthetic colors.

Assouplage. The French term for the process

by which souple silk is produced.

Astrakhan. The name given to a looped pile

fabric of a coarse texture presenting a curious curly

surface. These fabrics are produced in two ways

:

1. On the weft principle, a shrinkage of the

ground texture throwing the pile weft up as a loop.

2. As a warp texture, in which a thick curly warp

yarn is brought over wires to form the necessary loops.

Athens. Famous for its silk stuffs as early as

the Sixth Century.

Atlas. A rich fabric woven in India; the At-

tacus Atlas, the largest of silk moths producing a silk

of great strength and weight.

Attacus. A genus of silk moth formerly re-

garded as a class of wild silkworms ; the genus includes

the A. ricini, or eria, A. Cynthia, ailanthus, A. atlas,

and A. selene.

Aune.. The one and a quarter yard folds of silk

goods folded in the piece are called aunes. Same as

Ell, which see.

Aurang-Shaki. A rich East India silk fabric.

Aurang meaning "throne," it was probably a silk used

for covering the throne of a Hindu King.

Aureole. The line or ring that appears round a

cleaned spot on a fabric.

Austria. Silk weaving: commenced about one
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hundred and twenty-five years ago, when Italian weav-

ers were operating over one thousand looms in or near

Vienna.

Ayas. A soft Japanese twill. A trade name.

Baby Ribbon. A term applied to the narrowest

of ribbons—widths usually favored for infants' wear.

Backed Cloths. Cloths which are made thick by

extra weft, extra warp, or another ply of cloth pro-

cessed on the back.

Backing. The weft or warp employed in form-

ing the back of a faced cloth.

Bagdad. Trade name for an Oriental novelty of

recent origin.

Bakst Designs. In the style of Leon Bakst,

best known for his costume designs for the Russian

Ballet. Barbaric, Oriental feeling expressed in a man-

ner allied to the Futurist. Crude forms in strong

colors without shading—vigorous and sensuous.

Baldachine. A Medieval silk fabric embroid-

ered with gold; was made at Damascus.

Bamberg. The Lyons Museum at Bamberg pos-

sesses extraordinary examples of silks from the Tenth

to the Twelfth Century.

Bandanna. A handkerchief of silk or cotton in

which spots or figures are left white upon a red or

blue ground.

Barathea. A fine texture of broken weft-rib

character or armure weave. Originally adopted as a

specific registered trade name for an armure tie silk,

and now generally used in the trade to describe tie

silks of this particular armure weave.
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Barege. Sheer stuff of silk and wool for veil-

ing. Made largely near Bareges, France.

Barre. Striped laterally, in same direction as the

filling; similar to travers. Showing transverse bars,

as the "barrel owl."

Basket Effect. An order of basket-like inter-

section of warp and weft, giving an enlarged hopsack

or mat appearance in the woven material, hence the

special name.

Basket Weave. A variation of the plain weave

in which the same crossing of warp and weft is re-

peated as often as the size of the pattern requires.

Batiste. A sheer fabric of silk and linen woven

plain or with silk or satin stripes. There are also

batistes of cotton and of wool.

Bave. French for the double thread as present

in the cocoon.

Bayadere. Showing straight or undulating cross

stripes—usually in alternated and brilliant colors

—

with startling and bizarre effect. Name derived from

Bayadere (or "Bajadere") dancing girls of the under-

world in India, dedicated from their birth to the life

;

the striped garment being supplemented with filmy

scarf or shawl, jeweled trousers, bangles, gold sequins,

anklets, etc.

Bayadere Moire. Same as above, with watered

effect added.

Bead Edge. A series of looped threads edging a

ribbon, picot edge, which see.
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Bedford Cord. A texture in which the interlac-

ing is so arranged that a warp surface fabric is pro-

duced with a rounded cord effect, running warp way,

the indented effect being produced by two threads

working plain.

Beege. A fabric of a twill character, somewhat

loose in texture.

Bedford cord.

Beige. Cloth of fine texture, woven from double

and twist yarns in which the two threads are of dif-

ferent colors, or wherein printed yarns are employed.

Bengal. The raw silk gathered in the Indian

province of Bengal ; a striped muslin.

Bengaline. A plain, round-corded weave, more

or less heavy, of the poplin family. May be of silk
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warp and wool or cotton filling or of all silk, which

latter would be called Bengaline de Soie. Name de-

rived from Bengal, India, famous for its production

of various rich and peculiar stuffs of silk, wool and

cotton.

Bengaline de Soie. A plain, corded weave, re-

sembling poplin, with warp and weft of silk.

Bengaline Radiant. A fancy bengaline having

a heavy soft weft, the fabric surface radiantly reflect-

ing the light in points. Reg.

Bengaline Velours. A heavy piece-dyed soft-

finished bengaline. Reg.

Bengal Pongee. Brand name for a pongee silk.

Reg.

Berber. Light-weight satin-faced fabric ; came

into favor about the time of the defeat of the Berbers

in the war against the Mahdi in North Africa.

Beyrout. Famous for its silks, Sixteenth Cen-

tury.

Binding Threads. Threads employed to unite

two or more textures into one firm structure.

Bird's-Eye. A class of fabric patterns based on

the diamond twill, the special feature of which is a

small dot in the center of each figure.

Biretz. A reversible double-faced cloth of silk

and wool, one side of which shows a corded weave and

the other a cashmere or twill weave. Also called "Elec-

toral cloth."
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Bleaching. The whitening of textile materials

in the raw, semi-manufactured, or fully-manufactured

state by "grassing," or by chemical means.

Block. The pasteboard rolls on which ribbons

are blocked.

Block Printing. The method of printing by

blocks, as distinguished from printing with rollers.

Bloom. A glaucous appearance like the bloom on

the peach and the plum, imparted to silk and pile

fabrics either by the nature of the weave or the finish.

Blotch Ground or Blotch Printing. Printed

silk, the ground of which is printed in black or color.

Also applied to indistinct printed patterns.

Bluteau. See bolting cloth.

Boiled-off Silk. Degummed silk.

Boiling-off. Same as degumming. The opera-

tion of removing, by means of a hot liquid and soap

suds, the gum which covers the raw silk fiber.

Bolting Cloth. A fine gauze cloth made of un-

gummed silk in a gauze-like weave and used by mill-

ers for sifting flour.

Bombazine. A black fabric composed of worsted

weft and silk warp, woven in a fine open twill. Used
largely for mourning hat-bands.

Bombyx Mori. The genus of moths, the cater-

pillar of which is the silkworm of China. It is the

main source of silk. The breed has spread all over

the world. There are three distinct varieties known
to the silk trade, B. Mori, B. Fortunatus and B.

Textor.
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Book. Asiatic raw silk is put up in small bundles

called "books." The Japan book weighs about four

pounds and contains from fifty to sixty skeins. Books

of China and Canton silk are larger and heavier.

Border. The outer edge of a pattern or cloth

;

selvage.

Boucle. French for buckled. A fabric with sur-

face showing lock-of-hair effect.

Bouillonne. Having shirred or gathered effect.

Bourette. Showing rough threads appearing in

lines, straight or broken
;
produced by lumpy or noil

yarns.

Bourette Silk. Short fiber waste silk carded and

spun.

Bourre. Applied to patterns having a padded or

stuffed effect.

Box-Loom Effects. Produced on a loom by

which different colors of weft may be thrown into the

fabric by lifting or lowering the required shuttle into

the picking plane, producing different colored cross or

bayadere stripes, also the cross stripes in plaids.

Brides. The threads of warp or weft connect-

ing parts of the pattern.

Brilliant. Indicating a finish of great luster.

May be applied to any fabric.

Brilliante. A sheer piece-dyed fabric woven in

the raw and finished very brilliant. Largely used in

millinery.

Brin. The single filament of the cocoon.
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British. British silk industry acquired some de-

gree of celebrity early in 1600. By the middle of the

Eighteenth Century several thousand looms were at

work, mainly at Spitalfields, Cheshire, Yorkshire, Es-

sex, Derbyshire, Lancastershire and Norfolk. Eng-

Basket-weave.

land was supreme until about 1860, since which date

its silk industry has steadily declined.

Brocade. From the Spanish brocado, meaning

brocaded or broche; from the Latin brocare, to prick,

to figure. A heavy-weight silk with broche (raised)

figures of flowers, foliage or other ; in some instances
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with gold and silver threads interwoven. Any fabric

woven in jacquard effect.

Brocatelle. A heavy, rich brocade differing

from damask in that the woven design or figure is

satin in texture relieved by a ground less bright in

appearance, produced by a different weaving of the

threads, such as taffeta or sarcenet ground with satin

brocade figures. (See brocade and damask.)

Broche. The French term for "brocade," ap-

plies particularly to figures swiveled in the weave ; a

loom-embroidered effect; woven with a figure.

Brode. Embroidered.

Broken Checks. Woven check patterns in which

by weave effect the checks are a trifle irregular as dis-

tinguished from the regular cubic form of the check.

Broken-Ends. Ends in the warp which have

broken owing to weakness or being too heavily ten-

sioned, and showing defect in the cloth when the

breaking has taken place during weaving.

Broken-Picks. A defect in weaving caused by

the weft breaking as it passes from edge to edge of

the piece.

Broken Pointed Twill. A pointed twill in

which the twilling is broken and later on continued.

Broken Twill. A design or plan in which the

effect is that of an ordinary twill arranged in a broken

or non-continuous order.

Broussa. Asia Minor, famous for its silks, Six-

teenth Century.
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Bruges. The Netherlands were noted for Bruges

silk and especially satins in the Eighteenth Century.

Brushoff Taffeta. Trade name for a pure dye

black taffeta.

Bulldog Taffeta. A registered trade name for

an exceedingly strong taffeta, claimed to be non-tear-

able.

Burlingham. Trade name for a coarse domestic

silk fabric of Oriental character. Sacking.

Burmah. Registered trade name for a peculiar

homespun weave of Oriental character of uneven sur-

face and extremely soft finish.

Buttonhole Twist. A silk thread specially pre-

pared for sewing buttonholes and eyelets.

Byssus Silk. Also known as "sea silk," obtained

from a shell fish, the Penna Noblisis, which secretes

wooly fibers known as Byssus or "beards" resembling

silk. Used in Italy and in Normandy for the making

of ornamental braid articles.

Byzantium. Satins and silks were famous in

early Byzantium. Called Byzantine effects.

Cachemire (French for Cashmere or Kashmir).

A style showing palms and other Persian and Indian

patterns in dark, rich Oriental colorings. Akin to

Persian effects. Name derived from Cashmere, India,

noted for Cashmere shawls and rich and beautiful

fabrics made from hair of the native goat.

Cachemire de Soie. A silk cloth woven with a

fine twill and having a cashmere-like finish.
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Calendering. A finish for cloth particularly,

which gives smoothness, luster, and special effects by

pressure under rollers.

Calfskin Silk. Trade name. An exquisitely

soft weave, with pattern, warp-printed, in marvelous

imitation of the outer skin of the calf, showing all

the markings in color and shadings—brown, fawn, etc.,

shading to pure white.

Camak, or Comacoa. A silk and camel's hair

mixed.

Camblet. A mixed fabric of wool, hair and silk

twill, sometimes waved or watered.

Cambridge Velvet. Brand name for a piece-dyed

mottled velvet. Reg.

Canille. A jointed effect, with stripes broken

at intervals by knots or small squares, resembling

somewhat the joints in cane or bamboo.

Cannele. Also known as "repp,'' related to taf-

feta weaves, and appearing mainly in the form of

stripes, in combination with some other patterns.

Canton Crepe. A fabric made of fine quality

Canton silk yarn which is given a crepe twist ; the

fabric is of crepe weave and heavier in texture than

crepe de chine.

Capiures. The lacing threads in skeins of raw

silk, particularly in Grant reeled silk.

Carded Silk. Silk worked up from imperfect

cocoons into yarns.

Carre Carreau. Checkered, squared or block

effects.
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New Bedford Textile Institute

New Bedford, Macs.
21

Carton. The pasteboard boxes in which ribbons

are boxed are called cartons.

Cassimere Twill. The 2/2 twill.

Cellulose. The substance forming the cellular

Bengaline with wide cord effect.

tissue of plants and employed in the production of

imitation silk.

Chaine or Chain. A word usually used in the

trade for "warp."

Chain Twill. A twilled fabric of a chain char-

acter or appearance obtained by a combination of

weave and material.
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Challis. A light-weight,- plain-weave fabric of

silk and wool, usually printed and sometimes silk or

satin striped.

Chameleon. Three-toned glace effect. From
chameleon, a lizard-like reptile of constantly changing

color.

Changeant. An effect produced by weaving two

colors together in a plain fabric.

Chappe. A term given to silk yarn made from

special wastes of cocoon and thrown silk.

Chapped Silk. Waste silk degummed by the

process of fermentation.

Chardonnet "Silk." An artificial silk so named
after the inventor, Count Hilaire de Chardonnet. Pre-

pared by nitrating cellulose and dissolving in ether and

alcohol.

Check. The term given to the square appearance

produced on a fabric by employing in the weave two

or more colors of warp and weft specially arranged to

give a check appearance in the crossing of the colors.

Chenille. A woven fringe, the silk ends hanging

from the binder warp threads. Chenille, French for

caterpillar.

Chenille Cloth. A fabric with a chenille thread

or effect used as weft with a warp of cotton or worsted.

Chevreau de Soie. A piece-dyed silk grosgrain

in which a crepe weft is used. Reg.

Chiffon. The merest rag of silk tissue—the most

filmy and softest of silk material woven. From chiffe.
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French, a rag; flimsy cloth. Also used to indicate

a light-weight fabric of soft chiffon finish, as "chiffon"

taffeta, "chiffon" velvet.

Chiffonette. The flimsiest and most "bodiless"

of all the chiffon family.

Chiffon-Taffeta. An exceedingly thin, soft,

light-weight taffeta. The same will apply to all other

weaves with the chiffon prefix.

Chiffon Velours. The lightest and softest velours

known, combining somewhat the nature of both weaves

named.

Chijimi. A Japanese silk fabric used for draping

purposes.

China. Silk woven in China as early as 1200

B.C. Not woven in Europe until 500 A.D.

China Crepe. A fine silk gauze woven with a

hard-twisted weft.

China Curlies. A kind of waste made in reel-

ing China raw silk.

China Silk. The oldest known form of silk, de-

rived from Bombyx Mori. A term applied to the plain

woven silks of China.

Chine. A warp-printed effect: designs in mono
or multi-tones printed on the warp.

Chiriman. A Japanese silk crepe.

Chop, Chop Ticket. The brand name by which

different makes of raw silk are identified.

Chouse. A large rosette of ribbon or tulle.
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Chrysalis. The last stage in the development of

the silkworm from the caterpillar to the moth.

Classique. Classical; patterns of an approved

or conventional character.

Cloth of Gold Tissue. "Cloths of gold" or

"draps d'or" velvet and satin became a special class

of splendid stuffs which were plentifully used in the

Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries ; they superseded to

a great extent the brocaded silks of earlier date, al-

though the latter fabrics continue in use. Cloths of

gold have therefore a very antique origin and the term

may be applied to plain weave silks, brocades and vel-

vets, in which gold tinsel or bouillon is intermixed. A
technical difference between the cloths of gold and

silks brocaded with gold, is that in one the gold threads

form the ground to the design, whereas in brocades

the ground is of silk, and parts alone of the design

or the entire design are wrought in gold thread.

Cockled (Cockliness). A curliness or crimpi-

ness most marked in fine goods, but always appearing

in fabrics when different runs of yarn or tensions on

sections of the warp have been accidentally introduced.

Cockled Fabric. A defective fabric, with an un-

even surface appearance, usually due to irregular

shrinkage during finishing. The cause of such irregu-

larity must, however, be usually looked for much earlier

on in the cycle of operations.

Cocoon. The covering of fine threads which the

silkworm spins and winds around itself, and which

is the material of silk.
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Combination Twill. A twill produced by com-

bining two simple twills together, thread and thread, or

two threads and one thread, etc., or pick and pick, or

two picks and one pick, etc.

Crepe weave with imprime or surface print design.

Combination Weaves. A fabric in which two or

more different weaves are combined.

Compound Twill. A twill composed of two or

more weaves which weave well together, each weave,

however, maintaining its individuality in its particu-

lar section of the design.
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Conditioning. The ascertaining or the fixing of

the amount of moisture present in textile materials.

Thus to ascertain the true weight of a bulk lot of

silk, the representative samples must be drawn from

the bales. The samples must then be absolutely dried,

weighed, and their true or "conditioned" weight ob-

tained by adding to the dry weight the standard "re-

gain" moisture. The fixed standard of regain for silk

is 11 per cent.

Coquille. Fluted or scalloped, like a shell from

which the term is derived.

Cora, Corah. A light washable silk of creamy

white from the East Indies. An Indian-pattern silk

handkerchief.

Cordonnet Silk. Used for braiding, knitting,

etc., consists of four to eight threads loosely twisted

with a left-hand twist to form the primary threads,

three of which are then twisted together with a right-

hand twist.

Corduroy. A weft pile structure in which the

floats of pile weft are bound into the ground texture

in one continuous line warp way, so that upon being

cut they project from this line and hence form a dense

pile cord.

Corean Silk. Brand name for a piece-dyed dou-

pion silk of medium weight, double cocoon filling.

Reg.

Corkscrew Weave. A subdivision of the satin

weave produced by doubling yarns of different size

in warp and weft in the process of weaving.
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Cote de Cheval. Allied to the Bedford cord

family;" a cloth wherein the interlacing of warp and

welt is so arranged as to produce a broken grosgrain

effect in a slightly rounded stripe or weft running

warp way, the stripe alternating with an indented

effect.

Cotele. A ribbed weave of rather wide flat effect.

Cotton-Back Satin. A lining material dyed in

the piece, usually made with raw silk warp and cotton

weft.

Counts. A term employed in the silk trade for

indicating the number of threads and picks per inch.

Counts of Yarn. The number given to a yarn

of any material, usually indicating the number of

skeins per pound of that yarn.

Covert Weave. A smart upright warp twill, usu-

ally obtained by employing a warp sateen weave, or a

modification of the same.

Crammed Striped Fabric. A fabric of a striped

character produced by cramming a great number of

threads into one section of the stripe, as compared

with the other section or sections of the stripe. A spe-

cial order of looming and sleying is obviously neces-

sary, particularly when the jacquard is employed.

Craquant. The crunching sound of silk known
as "scroop ;" produced by twisted silk. See Scroop.

Craquele. Crackled or broken-glass effect in lace,

net or silk.

Crepe. French for crape. A puckered or crinkled

fabric.
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Crepe Algerian. A printed pongee with a rough

crepy surface. Reg.

Crepe Beatrice. A crepe fabric with an infini-

tesimal warp stripe ; also printed. Reg.

Crepe Berber. Brand name for piece-dyed pon-

gee having a crepy surface. Reg.

Crepe Charmeuse. A silk of rich quality, piece-

dyed, to which is imparted a glove-like finish which

imparts a dull luster, being of soft drapy quality. Cor-

rectly made with warp of grenadine twist silk and weft

of crepe twist silk in satin weave.

Crepe de Chine. An exquisitely soft and drapy

form of crepe, plain, figured or printed.

Crepe Diana. A brand name for a cotton and

silk crepe. Reg.

Crepe Faille Sublime. Brand name for an all-

silk, heavy grosgrain with a very hard twisted silk

filling. Reg.

Crepela. A small crepe-like effect.

Crepe Lisse. A plain fabric with crepy "hand,"

extremely diaphanous and very like the lightest mous-

seline.
'

Crepe Meteore. Originally a trade name given

to crepe de chine but now generally applied to a fabric

distinguishable from crepe de chine by its lustrous

satin face and soft finish.

Crepenette. An all-star crepe pongee piece-dyed.

Crepoline. A fabric of a warp-rib character, in

which the regular order of the weave is so broken as

to give a "rib-crepe'' effect.
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Crepon. A dress fabric of silk or wool or silk-

and-wool mixture, in which the design is produced by

yarns having a different degree of stretch, which give

a twist, crinkled or raised effect to the design.

Crimp. A term synonymous with crepon, but less

frequently employed.

Chine or warp-print.

Crinkled Crepe. A light-weight silk fabric with

a satin-face crepe having a crinkled surface and vari-

ously made to show more or less wrinkled or crinkled

surface.

Crinkled Rep. A ribbed fabric of silk and cotton

in crinkled rep weave. Reg.
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Croise. A velvet weave in which the threads cross

each other at the back, forming a kind of twill. From
croise, French for crossed.

Cross-dyed Similar to resist dyeing. The dye-

ing of a fabric usually composed of two materials

—

say silk and wool—one of these materials, usually the

warp, having been yarn or warp dyed prior to weav-

ing, so that there only remains the second material to

be dyed. In resist dyeing all of the material which is

not to take the dye in the first dip is brushed over

with wax. The wax may be removed and again ap-

plied to parts which are to resist a second dye, and

so on.

Cross-over Style. A style of fabric of a striped

character, in which the stripe takes the direction of

the weft.

Crows' Feet. The wrinkles found in goods after

being folded are known as crows' feet.

Crystals, Crystallines, etc. Corded, usually

woolnlled fabrics, somewhat akin to Bengalines.

Cubist Designs. Irregular triangles and other

straight sided figures of different colors massed to-

gether in great apparent disorder with perhaps an oc-

casional segment of a circle or an elipse. Colors often

range from full-strength to light tints, frequently there

is a great deal of tan or buff.

Cut. The standard length of a finished piece of

cloth as it is cut from the loom.

Cut Pile. A pile formed by looping the threads

over wires, which carry at their ends knives, so that
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as each wire is withdrawn its knife severs the pile loop,

thus producing cut pile.

Damask. Named from the city of Damascus,

famed in the middle ages for its wonderful silk fab-

rics. A fabric with flat figures formed by contrast

between warp and filling surfaces, i. e., satin figures

(formed by the filling) on satin or twill or taffetas

ground (formed by the warp).

Damasse. With damask effects introduced. Ap-
plied to fabrics having a rich heavy woven design

;

similar to damask, which see.

Damier. From the French. A check pattern.

Equivalent to checkerboard.

Degumming. The boiling-off of silk in soap and

hot water in order to dissolve and wash away the

natural gum or sericin which surrounds the fiber.

Denier. A small silver French coin, value one-

twelfth of a sou and weighing 24 Paris grains, used as

the standard weight of silks. According to the United

States Silk Conditioning & Testing Co., a denier is

given as a skein of silk 450 meters long, weighed by

a unit of 0.05 grm. (called denier) : 13 to 15 is written

13/15, etc. The standard of the denier varies con-

siderably in different parts of Europe, the following

being some of the values in use

:

Weight, Grains. Length, Meters.

Denier (legale) 0.05 450

(International) 0.05 500

(Turin) 0.0534 476

(Milan) 0.051 476

(New Lyonese) 0.0531 500
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In England and the United States the size is also

expressed in terms of the weight in drams of 1,000

yards of the silk. This weight may be converted into

the corresponding denier by multiplying it by the fac-

tor 33.36.

Dent. One space in a reed.

Dental Silk. Pure silk twisted threads specially

treated for use for dental purposes.

Dentelle. Openwork ; lace work or lace effects.

Indented ; also applied to certain kinds of edges.

Deux Tones. Two tones.

Diagonal. A term applied generally to bold

twills.

Diaper Pattern. A small diamond-shaped figure

effect.

Dice Pattern. A type of pattern consisting of

squares of various dimensions emphasized in various

weaves.

Directoire. In style of the French Directorate,

1793-1801.

Discharge Dyeing. By this process the material

is piece dyed and the color afterwards removed in cer-

tain places by the action of chemicals.

Discharge Printing. Discharging or extracting

the color with chemicals from a dyed fabric when
same is being printed. Similar to extract printing.

Discharging. Another term for degumming silk.

Double-and-Twist. Threads doubled and then

twisted. Usually applied to the yarn composed of two
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threads of different color which have been doubled and

twisted, known as double-and-twist effects.

Double Cloth. All cloths woven with two warps

and one weft, two wefts and one warp, and two warps

and wefts, are named double cloths.

Brocaded grenadine. One of the gauzes, an open weave

of coarse mesh.

Double Ends. Two ends weaving as one in a

cloth. This may be due either to a fault, or it may be

that the cloth is specially arranged with either double

ends or double picks.
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Double-faced Satin. A cloth with two satin

faces made with two systems of warp so combined that

only one will be visible on either side. The color on

one side is generally different from the other.

Double Plush. A plush fabric with a pile on

both sides.

Doubling. The twisting together of two or more

threads, in order to make a stronger and firmer thread.

Doup, Doup Weaving. A process in weaving

which twists the warp threads around the filling picks

by means of special harness loops called "doups."

Doupion, Dupion. An irregular rough raw silk

reeled from double cocoons.

Dram, Dram mage. The one-sixteenth of an

ounce. The counts of thrown silk are designed in

drams. The dram system is based on 1,000 yards to

the dram, or 256 yards to the pound for No. 1 size.

Dividing 256,000 by any drammage gives its yardage

per pound.

Drap. Cloth.

Drap d'ete. Allied to the cashmere in weave but

of heavier texture.

Drap de Lyons. A rich, plain French silk made

on Lyons looms.

Drap d'Or. Literally meaning "Cloth of Gold."

Also a trade name for a fabric woven in the gum, of

classic Italian (warp) and tussah (filling), and boiled

off to the color of pale gold.

Drap de Soie. A somewhat heavy corded weave.

Literally, silk cloth.
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Drap-Sattn. A wool material with satin-like

finish.

Dresden. A chine effect, somewhat in imitation

of the figures and colorings seen in the famous dec-

orated porcelain made in Dresden, Saxony.

Duchesse. A fine quality of satin weave, of good

body and high luster, the back woven with flat twill.

Dumb Singles. Silk threads reeled without twist,

which are combined to form tram or thrown silk weft.

Duvetyn. A fabric having a soft velvety face.

Not a velvet. Woven of silk, schappe, wool or cotton.

The weft being double hard-twist yarn, the crinkles

produced by the hard twist after weaving being teasled

or cut to produce a face not unlike that of a laid or

flattened pile. Duvet, French for "down."

Dyeing. The coloring of materials in the skein

or piece to enhance the value and appearance. There

are five methods of producing color in the fabric: (1)

Raw material dyeing, (2) Yarn dyeing, (3) Cross dye-

ing, (4) Mixed dyeing, (5) Piece dyeing.

Dynamited Silk. Silk which in process of

weighting is weighted with tin salts.

Ecart. French for "variation" in the size of

silk, i. e., the minimum of unevenness of the highest

and lowest sizing skeins taken in a test.

Ecossais - Genre. From ecossais, French for

Scotch, and genre—a style of figure and color in tissue

illustrating every-day life, manners and customs, the

same as in painting and other arts.
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Ecrase. Showing a crushed, laid or flattened

effect.

Ecru. Raw, unbleached silk in its natural color.

From crudiis, Latin for raw.

Egyptian Crepe. Trade name for crinkly crepe.

Ell. The ell, or aune on which the denier-aune

system of silk measure was based, measured 46.79

English inches.

Embossed or Raised Velvet. Showing pattern in

relief.

Embossing. Impressing a pattern on a fabric by

means of engraved cylinders on a two-bowl calender,

producing an embossed design.

Embroidery Silks. Twisted threads of various

thicknesses of a softer nature than sewing silk and

which include twist, floss, filo, rope and etching silks,

made in all colors.

Empire. Styles of women's dress fashionable dur-

ing the reign of Napoleon I, based on the mode of

dress customary in ancient Greece.

En Carreau. A square pattern.

End-and-End Warp. A warp made with threads

of two colors alternating.

Ends. A term applied to the threads in a warp

;

also to the weft.

Eolienne. This name is applied to a fabric hav-

ing the filling of coarser count than the warp and

in consequence producing a corded effect across the

breadth of the goods. Usually made of a raw silk
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warp and either cotton or worsted filling, with the

warp ends per inch greatly in excess of picks per inch.

Made in the gray and dyed in the piece. The name
comes from the Greek Eeolus, God of the Winds.

L

Cote de 'heval. A type of surface rib or welt of the

Bedford cord family.

Epingle. A ribbed fabric in vast variety, show-

ing moderately large and smaller ribs alternating—in

plain, in figures and in colors.

Eponge. A French term for sponge cloth, or

fabric of soft nubby yarns ; also applied to terry-like

weave effects.
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Eria. The silk derived from the Attacus ricini,

a moth found in Assam and neighboring provinces.

Estrella. A plain woven fabric consisting of

silk warp and botany yarn weft, picked 2 right-twist

yarn and 2 left-twist yarn. The weft yarn is very

hard twist in order to produce the required crimped

appearance.

Etamine. A light cloth made of wool, silk,

linen, etc., and of an openwork structure originally

used as a filter cloth.

Evensided. A weave wherein the arrangement

of "warp-up" and "filling-up" is evenly balanced, such

as an evensided twill.

Extract Printing. See discharge printing.

Extra Warp. The term given to warp threads

which are added to a single cloth with the object of:

(a) Increasing the weight of the cloth, (b) Figuring

the cloth, or (c) Both increasing the weight and figur-

ing at one and the same time.

Extra Weft. A term given to extra weft threads

or picks with the object of : (a) Increasing the weight

of the cloth, (b) Figuring the cloth, or (c) Both in-

creasing the weight and figuring at one and the same

time.

Faqonnes. French for fancy weaves.

Fagoting. A criss-cross open-work stitch done in

a rope silk.

Faille. A soft, drapy weave of the grosgrain

order, with very fine flat ribs.
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Faille Franqaise. A faille made on French

looms.

Faille Marquise. Trade name for a Lyons made
cloth with flat cord and messaline finish.

Failletine. A light and extremely soft weave

of the faille order.

Failletine Moire. A light faille in moire effect.

Faillette. Round-spot patterns on fabrics.

Faille Velours. A silk with a crepe faille or

grosgrain weave. Reg.

Fancy Twill. A twill weave showing various

combinations of twill weaves forming more of a pat-

tern than the plain diagonal or unbroken twill.

Fast Color. A term applied to the color of a

yarn or cloth which will withstand light and water.

Felling Marks. Marks woven into fabrics at

certain distances, indicating that one piece has been

finished and another piece started.

Festoon. Loop designs, sometimes called scal-

lops.

Feutre. Felted, furry. Descriptive of fabrics

having a furry back or face.

Fiber. The name given to the individual con-

stituents of a thread. Thus fibrils may be said to

constitute threads, and threads may be said to consti-

tute cloths.

Fibroin. One of the two organic constituents of

raw silk. A protein substance which may be classed

among the amino acids. The fibroin is left in the silk
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after the removal of the serecin in the process of

boiling off.

Figured Velvet. Velvet in which the figure or

design is obtained through contrast between those por-

tions of the pile which have been cut away, pressed

down, or appear in cut or uncut form on a ground of

satin, taffeta or other weave.

Filatures. The factory in which raw silk is

reeled into skeins from cocoons ; also the machine used

for reeling from the cocoons.

Filet de Bruxelles, Brussels Net. A net ma-

terial having a six-sided mesh.

Filling Eefects. A designation given to weaves

in which the filling or weft effects predominate.

Finishing. The processes through which goods

are put after leaving the loom, to improve them in ap-

pearance and give them the required finish character-

istics. Dyeing may be considered a finishing operation,

but it is perhaps better considered as a process distinct

from the finishing.

Fleur de Jeunesse. An especially lively silk on

the order of Fleur de Soie and properly a member of

the taffeta family. Finished water-spot proof. Also

known as the "Silk of Life."

Fleur de Soie (Flower of silk). Face of satin

de Lyons twill, with a backing interlaced in what is

known as the twelve-shaft satin principle.

Fleur de Velours (Flower of velours). A fine

and very superior grade of velours.
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Float. A threads of warp or weft passing over

two or more threads and floating on the surface of

the cloth—threads not bound or woven in.

Floconne. Having' small flakes in white or color.

Damask.

Florentine. A gauze weave, much employed in

making artificial flowers, and for millinery purposes

generally.

Florette Silk. The external covering of the

double fiber or filament exuded by the silkworm, this

being known as waste silk. Some years ago it was
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practically useless, but now is spun into very satis-

factory yarn.

Floss-Silk. The soft envelope of the cocoon

made into spun silk ; embroidery floss double-end twist

threads of silk used for embroidery.

Flottilons. Test skeins of raw silk, reeled 450

or about 500 yards in length, to determine the denier

or size of silk. The legal denier is a skein of this

length, wound in 400 turns on a reel of 112^ centi-

meters in circumference (about 44 inches), and

weighed by a unit of five centigrammes (about 7^
grains), called denier, which see.

Folies Bergeres. Trade name for a new wash-

able silk. From the "Folies Bergeres," a noted amuse-

ment resort in Paris.

Fond. French for the ground or foundation

weave.

Foulard. A two-and-two-thread weave, forming

a soft, fine, lavable silk, usually printed. Originally

imported from India, now made in other countries.

Foundation Weaves. There are but three—

-

plain, twill and satin. All others are variations of

these.

Four-in-one. Trade name for a closely woven

Japanese fabric, claimed to be spot and perspiration-

proof, and a fast black.

Frise (Fr.). Ruffled.

Frisons or Frisonnets. The irregular and

tangled silk on the outside of cocoons ; waste obtained

in reeling cocoons.
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Futako-Ori. A fancy cotton material woven in

France in which a little silk is used for effects.

Futurist Designs. Roughly drawn natural forms

without shading. Colors diluted with white from sharp,

hard colors, bringing them half-way between pastel

tints and full-strength colors. Introduced as the style

of the future, hence Futurist. Similar in principle

to paintings of Futurist school.

Galloons. Bindings composed of silk and gold or

silver threads.

Gassing. A process which certain classes of

yarns, especially certain silk and cotton yarns, are put

through to take away all superfluous fibers and thus

make a very clean and smooth thread.

Gauffre. From gaufrer, to figure cloth or vel-

vet; to honeycomb or waffle. An effect produced by

pressure or gauffrage in calendering, by which the sur-

face of almost any fabric, but especially the lighter

weaves, can be pressed into forms of relief. Satins,

for instance, may be made to imitate moire. Fluted

and accordion-pleated effects are obtained in like

manner.

Gauze. French, gaze ; a very fine and peculiar

weave of the bunting order. A thin voile, or veiling.

Geisha Silk. Brand name for a domestic habu-

tai, piece-dyed. Reg.

Genoese. Term applying sometimes to velvet after

the early Genoese styles, cut and uncut and interwoven

with gold.
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Georgette Crepe. A brand name for a diaphan-

ous silk crepe of special weave construction in infini-

tesimal or armure effects, also striped.

Georgian Crepe. Brand name for an armure

crepe. Reg.

Gimp. A term usually applied to a twist yarn

usually of a fancy character. One or more colored

threads are twisted around a center core thread, com-

pletely hiding it.

Glace. A lustrous effect imparted by weaving

two tones, and a special finish. From glacial, having

the sheen of glacier ice.

Gloria. Plain weave of silk and wool, and silk

and cotton ; made for umbrella covering. The name

is literal, meaning bright.

Glossing. Stretching and moistening silk yarns

to impart luster; glazing.

Gordon Cord. The name applied to a weave of

a twilled cord character.

Gossamer. A silk gauze of cobweb texture soft

and flexible ; a veiling.

Graine. Eggs of silkworm.

Gramme. Metrical unit of weight.

Grande Fa^on. Equivalent to "the complete

working out or demonstration." Also known as the

"One Hundred Per Cent. Method" of adjusting the

price to be paid for throwing, on a basis which deter-

mines the amount of waste made by the throwster, for

which he is required to pay at the thrown silk price.
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Grandmother Silk. Registered trade name for

a fine, pure dye silk, in black and colors, of superior

weave and finish. A renaissance of the rich and dur-

able silk of the olden time.
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Epingle or epingaline. A cross pin rib of which there

are several varieties.

Grandrelle. A type of twist yarn produced by

twisting together of two threads usually very differ-

ently colored.

Granite. A sort of armure or pebble weave

effect.
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Granite Soie. A rich and elegant form of

faconne ; in color a whitish gray, as seen in the granite

rock.

Grant Reel. A skein of raw silk so reeled that

the thread forms definite and regular crossings, as dis-

tinguished from a skein wherein the thread is reeled in

parallel rows.

Gray Goods. Goods woven with undyed yarn for

dyeing in the piece.

Grecque. Greek, applied to patterns or motifs

having a Greek character.

Grege. French for raw silk.

Grenadine. An open-work, gauze-like fabric of

silk or wool. Extremely thin and transparent. The

silk fabric is known as grenadine de soie.

Grisaille. A fabric with a gray effect woven

with a warp and filling contrasting black and white.

Grivele. Speckled, spotted or mottled effects.

Gros de Londres. A dress silk woven in alter-

nating coarse and fine ribs, sometimes in ribs of two

different colors.

Gros de Naples. Another of the numerous gros

family with the cross-ribbed weave of the demi-gros-

grain, but not as smooth or brilliant as taffeta lustre.

Gros de Tours. Resembling taffetas, the differ-

ence being that, instead of one, two or more picks are

inserted in the same shed or opening of the warp

threads, forming a fine ribbed surface. A sublimated

grosgrain.
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Gros des Indes. A dress silk with a wide wale

diagonal weave.

Grosgrain. From gros (coarse or large) and

grain (kernel). A ribbed fabric with heavy thread

running crosswise. Classed with the epingles. Gros

de Londres, Gros de Naples, Gros de Columbia, Gros

de Paris, and all the other numerous '"Gros" are of

the same general character.

Ground. The plain part of a web.

Habutai. A soft, washable Japanese silk of plain

weave of smooth and even texture. Originally and

still largely made in Japan, and now also in the United

States.

Habutai de Suisse. Trade name for a pure dye

spotproof silk of the Habutai order, finished with little

luster.

Hairline. A term indiscriminately applied to fine

colored striped fabrics. Strictly speaking these stripes

should be formed on the true hairline principle, which

is, that for the stripe in the warp direction each color of

warp must be covered by its own color of weft, and

for the weft direction that each color of weft should

be covered by its own color warp.

Hammered Silk. A recently produced novelty,

showing effect as of hammered metal—copper, brass

or other—imparted in the weave by use of the jac-

quard. Trade name for a neckwear fabric.

Hand. The handle of goods or its touch to the

sense of feeling.
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Hard Silk. Raw silk thrown or unthrown in the

ungummed state.

Harlequin Checks. A plaid effect in three or

more distinct colors. After the parti-colored dress of

a buffoon, or harlequin.

Hard Twist. A yarn which contains more than

the usual number of turns per inch, and is consequently

employed only in special cases such as for hard twist

fabrics like crepe de chine and grenadine.

Harness. A collection of heddles, cords or wire,

having openings or eyes in their centers, through which

the warp threads pass in the loom.

Hatter's Plush. A silk plush from which men's

full-dress hats are made.

Heather Silk. Trade name for a rough-finished,

pure dye fabric of exquisite softness, seen in a great

variety of artistic color effects, resulting from the

union of two contrasting colors or shades in both warp

and weft. An imitation in silk of the heather effects

seen in Scotch woolens.

Henrietta Cloth. A twilled cashmere of light

weight and high finish, originally made of silk warp

and wool filling in Yorkshire, England. The name was

given in honor of Henrietta Maria, of England, Queen

of Charles I. The silk warp, hand-woven fabric was

produced about the year 1660.

Herring-bone. A striped design, in which, by

means of special drafting or a special weave, a cer-

tain number of threads are twilled first to the right

and then to the left, thus opposing each other and

giving the appearance of a herring-bone.
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High Pile. A long-pile fabric, as in plush, dis-

tinguished from the short-pile velvet.

Homespun. A silk weave in imitation of Scotch

or Irish woolens.

Gabardine.

Honeycomb. A type of interlacing which causes

marked depressions and elevations of warp and weft,

thus giving to a fabric more or less the appearance of

being honeycombed.

Hopsack or Mat Weave. Similar to a basket

weave which is produced by dividing the warp into
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two sheds only, being produced by two threads of

warp and two of weft working together.

Illusion. A thin and very transparent tulle.

Imberline Stripe. A fabric having the appear-

ance of combining two or more separate fabrics in

long strips, four or six to the width, sometimes of dif-

ferent patterns, as well as being different in colorings

and of a damask character. These appear to be joined

together by a striae gold stripe which has the appear-

ance of a separate silk galloon. The fabric, however,

is woven entirely in one piece.

Imperial Ottoman. A rather heavy rib piece-

dyed fabric of the bengaline character having a soft

filling.

Imprime. French for printed.

Imprime Radieuse. A brightly-lustered article,

surface-printed. A trade name.

Incroyable. A style of costume modeled upon

the dress of a dandy in the period of the French Di-

rectorate.

India Silk. A name applied to the plain woven

silks manufactured in India on the primitive hand

looms. The warp and weft are woven evenly and

produce a beautiful natural luster. It is similar to

China and Japan, India silk being almost a myth, so

little of it is exported.

Inlaying. Same as brocading.

Iridescent. Rainbow and shot color effects, show-

ing prismatic hues and a play of color.
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Jacquard Effects. Figures produced by the

mechanism invented by Jean Marie Jacquard, a French

genius of the time of the first Napoleon.

Japanese Silk. Plain woven silks manufactured

in Japan.

Jardiniere. French for flower pot. Garden

effect in which many colors are employed to form pat-

terns of buds, fruits, flowers, foliage, etc.

Jasper. Black warp with white filling, or white

warp with black filling, forming a gray. Commercially

known as jasper or pepper and salt mixture.

Jersey Cloth. A knitted silk fabric, also called

Milanese and tricot cloths ; made from raw silk and

dyed in the piece. Now extensively used for women's

undergarments, silk gloves and various dress acces-

sories.

Joseph's Coat. A warp in stripes of different

warp usually made for the sample loom for weaving

samples in various colors. Same as sample blanket.

Jouy. In the late Eighteenth Century the fashion

for Indiennes, printed cotton fabrics imported into

France from India, had become so popular that at-

tempts were made in France to produce the same ef-

fects. Factories were established in several cities, but

the man who first attained any degree of prominence

was Christopher Philip Oberkampf, a German, who
established a factory at Jouy, near Versailles. He
achieved such success that the name Jouy has been

definitely associated with finely printed fabrics follow-

ing the types he developed ever since that time. The
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manufacture of Jouy prints developed to such an ex-

tent that they seriously threatened the silk industries,

and a Royal edict was issued prohibiting their manu-

facture and sale. This was prior to 1759, and while

much material was made surreptitiously, it was subse-

quent to this date that the manufacture attained its

greatest proportions. Thirty years later there were

over a hundred factories engaged in making Jouy

prints. The designs were characterized by classic

motifs beautifully engraved and finely colored. They

were made with white backgrounds and also with the

motifs brought out conspicuously against an allover

background of a very intricate character.

Ka-Ne-Ko Stripes. Brand name for a striped

warp fabric shot with coarse rough silk. Reg.

Kensington. Brand name for a printed tussah

pongee. Reg.

Khaiki. A Japanese silk of plain weave but of

not so fine a texture as habutai.

Khaki. An earth color. This word is derived

from the Hindustani word for "earth."

Khedive. Trade name for a fabric of Oriental

character.

Kibisso. Japanese name for certain of the wastes

made in the reeling of raw silk.

Kikai. A name given by Japanese to waste made

in reeling raw silk.

Kilogram. A metric weight of 1,000 grains, esti-

mated to be equal to 2.2046223 pounds.

Kin. A Japanese weight equivalent to 1.3251
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pounds, which is commercially reckoned as 1.3277

pounds, so that 756 kin weigh 1,000 pounds. The

quotations on Japanese raw silk are made in yen per

kin.

Moire.

Kiota. A piece-dyed fabric, light weight fris-

sons ; coarse, rough silk filling. Reg.

Kismet Cloth. A trade name for a silk fabric

of peculiar ratine weave, also woven with matelasse

effect.

Knubs. Waste silk produced during the operation

of winding off from the cocoon. Also little knob-like

flecks on raw and soft silk are so-called.
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Lampas. Kindred to brocatelle; belongs to the

class of damask satins. The ground of lampas, how-
ever, is different in color from that of its figuring.

Lance. French for "thrown." Showing tiny dots

or specks; also fine pin point or pettits pois effects, as

if the figures were thrown on the ground.

Lansdowne. A mixed fabric in fine twill, with

silk face and worsted back.

La Vogue. A moire effect formed by fine satin

lines on a bengaline ground. A trade name.

Le Jungle. Trade name for a heavy, coarse

weave showing glimpses of yarn of contrasting colors,

with Oriental suggestions.

Levantine. A kind of silk cloth ; cotton imported

from Smyrna.

Liberty. A name first applied by Liberty & Co.,

of London and Paris, converters—by printing, dyeing

and finishing—of various silk goods direct from the

loom, to a wide range of fabrics handled by them.

Later, in this country, the name was adopted by the

Liberty Silk Co., and applied, under trade-mark, to a

variety of their exclusive productions— as Liberty

satin, Liberty crepe, Liberty taffetas, Liberty peau de

soie, Liberty brilliant and other, namely or exclusively

piece-dyed fabrics. Name now generally applied to

a wide range of high luster light-weight satins.

Ligne. The French line, which is one-twelfth of

a French inch, is the world's standard for measuring

the width of ribbon, tape and other narrow fabrics.
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There are approximately eleven French lignes to the

English inch.

Lisse. From lissom—supple, flexible. A sort of

chiffon of the gauze order with crepe twist. Much
used for ruchings and kindred purposes.

Loading. A method of adding either weight to

yarn or cloth by loading with various substances.

Low Pile. See high pile.

Louis Quartorze. See Louis XIV.

Louis Quinze. See Louis XIV and XV.

Louis XIV, Louis XV, Regence, Directoire,

Empire, etc. Terms employed to designate the styles

that prevailed in certain periods of the political history

of France, by attaching the name of the ruler or form

of government then existing.

Louisine. A fine-grained, light-weight, soft-

finished silk of infinitesimal basket weave (invisible to

the eye).

Louisine Empire. Trade name for a superior

quality of above weave.

Lousiness, Lousy Silk. The flossiness in dyed

silk yarns, known as duvet, vrillie, fine ends, double

ends, slugs, nibs, knots, imperfectly cemented fila-

ments, etc., which may exist in the cocoon filament

or be caused by faulty reeling, bad throwing, bad

soaps and oils and rough handling, and boiling off in

the dyeing process.

Lunette. Registered trade-mark for a fine sheer

crepe.
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Lustre. Having a special brilliant appearance.

Lustreaux. Brand name for a piece-dyed silk

fabric having a pile face. Reg.

Lustrine, Lutestring. A sturdy brilliant silk

fabric on the order of taffeta lustre.

Lutestring. A kind of silken fabric made early

in the Eighteenth Century. Striped lutestring.

Luxor. A weave of the satin family, with a high

finish, but less lustrous than a satin duchesse. A
sumptuous fabric, de luxe, of a reversible order

—

both sides alike.

Making-up. A process which finished goods are

put through, such as folding, ticketing, papering, etc.,

in preparation for the market ; different markets re-

quire goods to be made up in special ways.

Maline. A fine silk net of gauze-like texture.

Practically the same as tulle.

Mandarin Crepe. A trade name for a silk of

crepe weave of peculiar construction.

Marabout Silk. Used for crepe, consists of two

or three threads united without preliminary twisting

and dyed without scouring and strongly twisted to-

gether, so as to yield a stiff thread.

Maramato. A gold brocade of Arabian origin.

Marcelline. A light, thin, diaphanous fabric,

used largely for millinery and other linings.

Marquisette. A sheer, plain-weave fabric of silk,

having a mesh more open than that of voile and not

quite so large as grenadine.
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Marseilles Weave. From the French matelas,

a quilt or mattress. A quilted weave known also as

"pique," from the French piquer, to quilt or prick

with a needle. Used in vestings and small patterned

fabrics.

Martine Designs. A large or small motif, often

a flower and two or three leaves, is repeated at wide

intervals on a plain background as an allover pattern.

The drawing is purposely crude like the work of a

child. There is no shading, coloring simple, originated

in the Martine studio of Paul Poiret, the Paris cou-

turier.

Matelasse. A weave showing a quilted effect,

though on a very diminutive scale. From the French

mate las ; Anglice, quilt.

Matte. A faint, dull shade. From mate or

Paraquay tea, otherwise known as the calabash herb,

which is of a peculiar grayish-green color.

Maxine Taffetas. A fine woven and exquisitely

soft taffetas, registered name, by permission from

Maxine Elliott, the popular actress.

Melange. Mixed. Applied to fabrics woven in

two or more colors in the warp or weft, in a manner

to produce an irregular distribution of same, such, for

instance, as "pepper and salt."

Mercer. A dealer in silks
; John Mercer, the in-

ventor of the process of mercerization.

Mercerizing. A chemical process by which a

silk-like luster is imparted to cotton yarns and fab-

rics of cotton.
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Merveilleux. A member of the satin family

showing a light, lustrous twill. From mervaille,

marvel.

Messaline. A finish. May be imparted to any

weave, rendering it exquisitely soft and supple. Orig-

inally a fine, soft imperial satin of peculiar texture first

made in Lyons, with organzine filling. From Messa-

lina, third wife of Emperor Claudius, the most in-

famous woman in Roman history.

Meter. The standard linear measure of the Met-

ric System, equals 39.370432 English inches.

Metric Count. The numbering applied to vari-

ous yarns where such number is based upon the Metric

System.

Mexixe. A registered trade name for silks carry-

ing designs suggested by the Aztecs—the original in-

habitants of Mexico. The "Mexixe" designs are

unique and vivid in colorings.

Micuit. A silk which contains when dyed about

half of its original gum.

Mikado Taffetaline. Trade name for a peculiar

weave of light taffeta.

Milanaise. A corded material, the cords of

which are covered with certain warped threads by

means of a doup harness. See Doup.

Milanese Silk. A knitted silk fabric, made from

raw silk and piece dyed, a light jersey cloth.

Millerays. A silk fabric having a small ribbed

effect similar to grosgrain, but in which the rib runs

lengthwise the fabric.
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Miroir, Miroite. Mirror or looking-glass effects.

Miroir du Nord. Same as foregoing, with sug-

gestions of the North—a glacial effect.

Miroir Velvet. A velvet fabric with the pile

ironed or pressed down.

Mirror. A square of flat aluminum painted

block or thin board covered with black velvet on to

which a thread of silk is reeled in close parallel lines.

Used to reveal unevenness and cleanness of silk yarns.

Each square thus wound is called a mirror.

Mise-en-Carte. A pattern as it is laid out on

the square paper used by designers as a guide for cut-

ting jacquard cards.

Mispick. A defect left in the cloth by a filling

thread that misses binding or interlacing in its regular

order with the warp, leaving an imperfection in the

woven material.

Mogue Pongee, Mogul Pongee. Brand name

for unusually rough shantung pongees. Reg.

Moire. A watered effect produced by use of en-

graved rollers and high pressure on material of rib

weave.

Moire Antique. A fabric watered in design to

imitate antique effects.

Moire a Pois. A watered effect with small satin

dots sprinkled over the surface.

Moire a Retour. A material with a special weave

for watering, one-half of its width being figured and

on being folded and pressed, reproduces an imprint
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on the plain side, the watered design then being alike

on each half,

Moire Bengal. Trade name for a line of goods

not differing particularly from many other watered

stuffs.

Moire Bengal Solide. Same as above. A trade

name.

Moire Diament. Same as above.

Moire Franqaise. A moire effect in stripes, pro-

duced by use of engraved rollers.

Moire Imperial. Showing an indefinite watered

effect covering the entire surface.

Moire Metallique. Presenting a watered,
clouded and frosted appearance. A metallic effect.

Moire Miroir. A designation for two corded

fabrics woven as one, bound together only by occa-

sional threads ; afterwards moired and separated re-

sulting in a soft, velvety watered face.

Moire Nacre. Mother-of-pearl effect, showing

the delicate pinkish flush and delicate tints seen in the

interior of sea shells
;
produced by two or more shades

in a shot silk and moired.

Moire Ocean. Watered in a design of wavy, un-

dulating stripes.

Moire Poplin. A wool-filled corded fabric with

watered effect.

Moire Renaissance. A fabric watered in Renais-

sance design.

Moire Scintillant. A scintillating or lustrous,
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watered effect. In satin, a moire material in which

the tram threads are woven to produce a peculiarly

bright effect.

Moire Soleil. A brilliant silk fabric with an in-

distinct moire effect as sometimes seen in moire

louisine.

Moire Supreme. A rich satin weave, watered.

Moire Tyrolien. A trade name of no special

significance.

Moire Velours. A moire fabric in velvety effect

imparted in the calendering. See Velours.

Moirette. An imitation of moire, woven of cot-

ton or other yarns, and dressed with a watered appear-

ance.

Moline. A silk taffeta made with heavy spun

silk warp and tram filling.

Momm ie. A Japanese weight equivalent to 57.874

grains; 120 96/100 mommies equal one pound.

Moneybak. Registered trade name for a depend-

able grade of taffetas.

Monk's Cloth. Brand name for a spun rough

tussah silk woven in basket weave. Reg.

Monotone. One tone or color.

Moresque. Patterns or effects on the Moorish

order.

Motif. The unit of a design which is repeated

over and over again in a pattern.

Mousseline de Soie. An extremely light-weight

silk fabric. Anglice, silk muslin.
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Mull. A thin plain woven fabric of fine soft

texture with cotton warp and silk filling used for dress

purposes.

Mummy Cloth. A cloth the rough or hopsack

weave of which is not unlike the appearance of cloths

used for wrapping Egyptian mummies.

Mysore Silk. A printed tussah pongee. Reg.

Nacre. French for pearly. A delicate pearl-shell

effect. Name of Oriental origin, from nakir—hol-

lowed ; a pearly substance which lines the inner side

of many shells, most especially mother-of-pearl.

Nankin. Silk used in the blonde laces made at

Bayeux, Caen and Chantilly early in the Eighteenth

Century was made at Nankin, China, hence sometimes

called Nankin lace.

Nap. The surface of a fabric raised in the finish-

ing operations to give it a napped effect.

Nap Warp. Pile warp.

Narrow Fabrics. General designation for rib-

bons, tapes, webbing, bands and like materials.

Natte. Tressed or basket weave. A name given

to a fabric constructed in loose check design in one or

more colors, in a manner to give the cloth a braided

appearance.

Net. Any fabric formed by twisting or weaving

threads together so as to form open mesh.

Net, Filet. Materials of open mesh weave used

for veiling, etc.

"Net" Silk. Silk yarns produced from the
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cocoons by winding or throwing the single fibers as

threads, as distinct from spun silk obtained by tear-

ing the material into a fibrous mass and preparing and

spinning as in the case of wool.

Nid d'Abeille. Beehive effect.

Nocturne Satin. A term used to designate a

satin with a repousse surface like that of hammered

brass.

Noil. The waste of the combing machine,

knobbed yarn.

Non-Spottable Pongee. A yarn-dried fabric

finished soft and proofed against spotting of water.

Noshi Ito. A kind of waste made in reeling raw

silk.

Nouveau. French for new, novel.

Nuance. A shade or tint.

Nuns' Veiling. A sheer veiling made either of

worsted or all silk.

Oatmeal Effect. A style of mixed interlacing

which gives a mixed "crepe" appearance to the fabric,

or an appearance something like oatmeal.

Obi j i. A Japanese fabric made for Japanese

sashes.

Ombre. A shaded color effect, produced in the

warp by warping in different tones, thus shading from

light to dark. Anywhere from twelve to thirty tones

may be warped in to obtain the desired effect. Rain-

bow shadings, also obtained by a patent printing

process.
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Ombre Moire Renaissance. A watered fabric,

showing three tones of color in broad stripes, shaded,

combining ombre and moire effects, with Renaissant

design suggestion.

Ombre Raye. An effect formed by alternating

ombre stripes with stripes of the foundation color.

Ondine. A thick cord bengaline, with every third

cord crinkled.

Ondule. From the French ondulc, undulate.

Anglice, a wavy effect.

"One Hundred Per Cent. Throwing Method."

See Grande Facon.

Organdy. A thin, light, transparent muslin. May
be of silk or cotton.

Organzine. The silk fiber doubled and twisted,

as "thrown" into yarn for warp threads.

Ottoman. A fabric with wider, coarser rib than

faille, but belonging to the faille family. May be all

silk, all wool, or a mixture of both, or a mixture of

silk and cotton.

Ottoman Cord. A fabric in which the thick Otto-

man-like ribs or cords run lengthwise the fabric and in

contra-distinction to the crosswise from selvage-to-

selvage ribs of Ottoman.

Ourvre. Worked, embroidered or stitched effects.

Overcheck. A check introduced over and above

a ground or more subdued check.

Overspun. A thread or yarn that is uneven owing

to its having been spun or thrown to too high a count
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for the material of which it is composed, the result

being that it is "twitty," and in places there is a pre-

ponderance of twist while in other places there is an

absence of twist.

Oyama Taffetaline. Registered trade name for

a manufacturer's special fabric.

Paduasoy. A term applied in the Colonial days

to a strong silk dress fabric.

Pailette. Spangle.

Pailette de Soie. A silk fabric spangled with

jet, gelatine or otherwise; a spangled silk.

Palada. A yarn-dyed velvet. Brand name. Reg.

Panache. Plumed; variegated.

Panne. A satin material de luxe of superior

quality with a laid or flattened face.

Panne Velvet. Velvet with the pile laid flat and

having a satiny sheen.

Papillon Taffeta. Showing a design of dif-

ferent sized spots, as miniature palmettos, or other,

or with shot grounds in designs of exquisite chine

flowers. From papillon, French for butterfly.

Pari. The weight of raw silk before boiling off.

Parisienne. A mixed silk and wool fabric.

Parsifal. Registered trade name for a fabric

of the peau family. A novel weave of exquisite soft-

ness, resembling peau de crepe.

Passe. Passed; out of fashion; anything that has

passed out of style.

Passementerie. Heavy embroideries or edgings
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and galloons, especially those made of rich gimps,

braids, beads, silks and tinsel.

Pastel. Applied to tones of any color when ex-

ceptionally pale.

Pastille. A round or oval spot.

Pattern. A specimen or sample of a particular

style of fabric.

Peau. French for skin, hide, pelt.

Peau de Chamois. A silk armure having a very

soft finish.

Peau de Crepe. Copyrighted trade name for an

exquisitely soft, crepy material, kid-like to the touch,

and of superior wearing and draping qualities.

Peau de Cygne. Skin of swan. One of the

numerous varieties of the peau family. Of a soft

texture and finish, and a "hand" suggestive of the

feel of the plumage of a swan—French, cygne.

Peau de Peche. Literally peach skin, having

the soft handle like the skin of a peach.

Peau de Soie. An eight-shaft satin with one

point added, on the right or left, to original satin spots,

imparting to the fabric a somewhat grainy appearance.

Literally, skin of silk.

Peau de Souris. Mouse skin, a soft finished silk

not unlike duvetyn.

Peau de Suede. A silk of soft supple finish so

named because of having in the handle the feel effect

of leather finished on the wrong or flesh side giving

an undressed surface.
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Pee-Wee Effects. Tiny weave effects usually

seen in thin crepes.

Peluche. Shaggy, rough, plush-like.

Pekins. Fabrics in which the stripes, particularly

of satin, run in the direction of the warp.

Perce. Usually applied to perforated or eyeletted

fabrics ; a sort of openwork effect.

Persian. A thin silk fabric, formerly much used

for linings.

Persian Effects. Also called Oriental and cash-

mere. Showing the peculiar designs and color tones

common to cashmere shawls and other Indian and

Thibetan textile productions.

Petits Pois. Tiny dots or specks. French for

small peas.

Pick. A single strand of weft reaching once across

the piece. This term is also used to express the ac-

tion of throwing or picking a shuttle in a loom.

Pick and Pick. This implies the throwing of

single picks of different colors into a fabric.

Pick Glass. A magnifying glass used for count-

ing the threads and picks per inch or one-quarter-inch

in cloths. Also used for examining warp and weft

threads when dissecting cloth.

Picking. Putting in the filling threads in weav-

ing.

Picking. The process of cleaning warps by hand

of knots, nibs, etc., and of removing from woven
fabrics by hand or by machine, yarn or weave blem-

ishes.
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Picot. French for splinter. Applied to an edge,

as seen in certain ribbons, looped out to form a finish

on one or both sides—picot edge.

Picul. A Chinese weight used in the silk trade

—

equivalent to 133^ pounds.

Piece. A length of cloth woven from various

warp lengths. As a rule the warp length is fixed, and

under varying conditions will yield varying lengths

of fabrics.

Piece Dyed. Silk dyed in the piece—after it is

woven. Piece dyes are usually woven in the raw or

gum silk state, the gum is afterwards boiled off and

the cloth then dyed in the piece.

Pierced Cocoons. Cocoons punctured by the

moths emerging after maturing.

Pile. A nap of fiber on the surface of the fab-

ric.

Pile Fabric. A fabric in which either special

threads or picks are caused to stand up from the sur-

face. If left looped the fabric is spoken of as uncut

velvet or terry. If cut the fabric is spoken of as

"cut."

Pile Warp. The warp which is looped up in

making the surface of plush-woven fabrics.

Pile Weft. The weft which is woven into vel-

veteens and similar fabrics for the purpose of being

cut to form a surface pile.

Pin Check. Minute squares or dots on the order

of crossing hairlines.
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Pinhead Checks. Checks of infinitesimal size.

Pique. See Marseilles.

Piques. The silk derived from imperfect cocoons

is so called.

Plaid. A checked pattern.

Plain Weave. The simplest form of a woven
texture in which each thread of weft passes alternately

over and under each thread of warp.

Plaited Yarn. A thread forming a core around

which a thread of different material is twisted as a

cotton thread wound with silk or tinsel.

Plisse. French for pleated. A pleated effect that

may be applied to almost any material, including vel-

vets. May be done by machinery, or, in case of rib-

bons, by use of draw strings. From French plisser,

to plait, to crimple, to fold, etc.

Plisse Ombre. An armure weave in plisse effect

and ombre shading.

Plush. A cut-pile fabric of silk, mohair, cotton,

flax or wool woven with a deeper pile than that of

velvet. Peluche, the origin of the name, is French

for shaggy.

Poil or Single Silk. Used for gold and silver

tinsel, is a raw silk thread consisting of eight to ten

cocoon threads twisted together.

Pointed Twill. Twill weaves in which the twill

points in the direction of the filling and also of the

warp.

Pointille. Dotted.
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Polka Dots. Tiny dots usual in printed silks,

especially foulards.

Polo Dots. Large dots printed in white or color

on white or solid color grounds. Also called coin dots.

Pompadour. From Madam Pompadour, mistress

of Louis XV, who created an epoch in fashion during

a portion of the past century. Pompadour effects as

seen in silks and ribbons are largely floral in char-

acter, and are expressed in rich, soft colorings, some-

what of the pastel order. Sometimes applied to a

peculiar crimson or pink shade.

Pompadour Gros de Tour. A high-class gros-

grain, with fine ribbed surface and in Pompadour

effect.

Pompeian Velvet. A velvet made of yarn-dyed

organzine. Registered brand name.

Pongee. A plain silk woven in the gum, usually

of "singles," which may be used in the raw silk form

or boiled off, and may be piece-dyed or printed. Name
of East Indian origin, and originally applied to a fab-

ric of undyed silk from India or China.

Pongee Imperial. A heavy pongee silk woven

with a taffeta surface.

Popeline. A rep wool-and-silk material, the

warp of silk.

Popelinette. An extremely light-weight poplin

weave between a grenadine and taffetas.

Poplin. From the French popeline, luster. A
fabric of many varieties, usually of silk and worsted.

Irish poplin is made of silk warp and worsted weft.
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Post - Impressionist Designs. Natural forms

simplified to give only impression of salient character-

istics, not detail. Like Post-Impressionist paintings, a

degree more indefinite than Impressionist work.

Poult de Soie. A peculiarly strong and durable

silk of the grosgrain family.

Printing. Impressing a pattern on warp or fab-

ric by machine or block.

Proofing. A process through which certain silk

goods pass, whereby they are rendered impervious to

spotting by water and are variously termed "shower-

proof" and "spot-proof."

Punjab Silks. Domestic imitations of Indian

fabrics. Seen in checks, fancies, shot and changeable

effects, or with figures imparted by box loom or jac-

quard work.

Punjapore. A silk of rough weave. A trade

name.

Pure Dye. An unweighted dyed silk.

Purl. A little loop or pearl picot which edges

the ribbon.

Pussy Willow Taffeta. A trade name for a

silk of original construction, soft and drapy, named

after the pussywillow.

Quadrille. Applied usually to small checks in

squares. The shepherd checks may be classed gen-

erally as among the quadrilles.

Queen Silk. A very soft fabric of the chiffon

order, both yarn and piece-dyed, in widths from

twenty-one to thirty-six inches.
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Racsagada. Trade name for one of the rough-

surfaced, loose-woven silks.

Radia. A forty-four-inch silk, Lyons made; soft

and sheer, in plain weaves, with high luster. Is seen

in all colors, both plain and imprime.

Radium. Trade name for a light-weight, supple

silk for lining or dress purposes.

Rainbow Shadings. Same as ombre, which see.

Rajah. Trade name for a special production. A
cloth of very firm texture, wide, rough and compact,

piece-dyed in all colors. The rough material is intro-

duced in the filling.

Ratine. A material of silk, schappe, wool or cot-

ton woven in crinkled or curled yarn having small

loops like terry, the weave being rather open.

Raw Silk. A term applied to the fiber produced

by the silkworm in the form of cocoons, and the term

also applies to the thread produced by reeling a given

number of cocoons together, thus each thread being

composed of a number of filaments.

Raye. French for striped.

Rayure. French for stripe.

Reed. An attachment of the loom lathe made of

fine flat wires or reeds between which the warp threads

are carried and kept uniformly separated.

Reed Marks. Marks or lines running up the

warp way of the cloth, usually due to insufficient or

too many warp threads being arranged in a dent ; also

due to an injury to the reed, or to faulty setting of

the loom.
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Reed Ombre. Light ombre effects obtained by

special reeding of the warp threads and treatment of

the reed.

Reedy. Term applied to cloth showing reed marks.

Reeled Silk. Silk filaments wound from the

cocoon into skeins but not yet twisted or thrown.

Reference Samples. Sample cuttings of ma-

terials usually attached to order sheets for reference

purposes.

Regain. A standard percentage of moisture to

be added to a textile that has been dried out to restore

it to its normal or "conditioned" weight ; in silk the

standard is 11 per cent.

Regence. Applied to styles in vogue in France

during the Regency. See Louis XIV.

Renverse. French for reversed ; fabrics or pat-

terns which are reversible.

Rep. Corded fabric produced by weaving three

or more picks of weft in one warp shed or opening

;

also repp.

Repousse. Pushed up. Pattern or design in

raised effect.

Resist. The material applied to a cloth to prevent

mordant or dye acting on those parts on which it has

been printed.

Resist Printing. Printing silks with a wax or

other material which resists dyeing. After printing

the resist substance is removed leaving the places so

covered uncolored.
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Reverse Satin. A satin with the weft predomi-

nating in a satin-like effect ; also applied to a fabric

with a face weave of a different chain than the back

of the cloth, which shows a satin effect such as armure

satinee.

Reversible. See Renverse.

Rhadame. Silk fabric of rather heavy quality of

twelve-shaft construction showing an indefinite twill

weave.

Rhadzimer. A sort of twill.

Rhadzimer Surah. A surah with a modified rib

or twill across the surface.

Ribbon. A narrow web of silk, cotton, or any

fiber.

Rib Weave. A weave in which, either owing to

the interlacing or to the yarns used, warp or weft is

the stronger and remains comparatively straight, while

the weaker material does all the bending. Thus in

warp ribs the weft is the stronger, causing the warp

to bend and form a warp surface rib running from

selvage to selvage of the goods, while in weft ribs the

warp is stronger, forming a weft surface rib running

lengthwise up the goods.

Roller Printing. The process of printing by

machinery from engraved rollers.

Roman Stripe. A series of bright contrasting

color stripes of the same or varying widths.

Royale. A modification of Gros de Tours (which

see) ; the rib line, which in the latter is extended
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straight across the cloth, being broken off at intervals,

after a given number of warp threads.

Sammet or Samite. In the Middle Ages Arabia

was renowned for the beauty of its silk fabrics and

especially for sammet, a richly embroidered material

widely employed for church embroideries and robes of

state.

Sample Blanket. Material woven in different

colors of warp and weft and used as samples.

Sarcenet. A thin sheer silk of soft finish of

the veiling character used as lining in millinery. The

name is derived from the Arab Saracens by whom it

was worn in their headdress. The earliest figured

silks known and produced in Europe were thin, re-

sembling sarcenet and taffeta.

Satin. A silk cloth of close texture and over-

shot warp, with rich, glossy surface. Thus : "Cloths

of gold and satins rich of hue."—Chaucer.

Satin a la Reine. Another of the family of

irregular satins of fine structure made on six shafts

straight draw.

Satin Athena. Brand name for an all-silk piece-

dyed satin. Reg.

Satin Charmeuse. Piece-dyed satin made with

a warp of hard twist organzine ; weft is usually of

spun silk.

Satin Crepe. A satin-faced material made with

organzine warp and crepe twist filling.

Satin de Bruges. An upholstery fabric of silk

warp and wool weft, showing a satin face.
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Satin de Chine. An extremely soft and drapy

satin with crepe-like finish.

Satin de Laine. Wool satin.

Satin de Lyons. A satin with a twill-back show-

ing twill lines in the satin face—or thin or sheer satin

of twill and satin construction also called "Flower of

silk"

—

fleur de sole.

Satin Directoire. A trade term for a soft, rich

satin made of high-grade silk.

Satin Duchesse. See Duchesse.

Satin Empress. Brand name for a Liberty satin.

Reg.

Satin Faqonne. A jacquard-figured material

with a satin ground, usually of fancy design.

Satin Feutre. A satin cloth woven with a single

strand spun silk yarn which has been rendered fluffy

by teasling in order to give the back of the material

a furry effect. See Feutre.

Satin Grec. A twelve-harness satin in which a

taffeta point is added at each place of interlacing, with

effect of making the cloth much firmer.

Satin Imperial. A printed all-silk satin. Regis-

tered brand name.

Satin Luxor. This may be a heavy twelve-shaft

satin or double- face peau de soie of subdued luster.

A brand name for a wool-filled satin. Reg.

Satin Marveilleux. A light brilliant twill satin

shot in color contrasting with the warp.

Satin Panne. An unweighted piece-dyed heavy

satin.
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Satin Serge. A satin twill.

Satin Serrano. Piece-dyed satin of light weight.

Satin Soleil. A fabric of satin-like surface with

a cross-line appearance and a pronounced sheen.

Satin Taffeta. A satin-faced fabric reversing

taffeta.

Satin Turc. One of the family of irregular

satins made on the four-shaft straight through draw.

Savona Velvet. Brand name for a Jasper velvet

dyed in the skein. Reg.

Scarf. A light kind of shawl ; a broad ribbon

;

necktie.

Schappe. A term referring to the yarn spun

from silk waste which has not been fully discharged

or degummed.

Scintillant. French for scintillating, sparkling.

A changeable effect.

Scroop. The rustle or crunch of silk. The viscous

hardness supposed to be the natural property of silk,

but which is increased by treatment with dilute acids.

Seed Effects. Are formed by tiny dots which

give the appearance as if small seeds had been strewn

over the surface of the tissue.

Selvage. The edge of a piece of goods, this term

being synonymous with the term "list."

Sen. A Japanese coin equivalent to half a cent;

100 sen equal one yen.

Serge. French for twill.

Serge Moire. A material with a plain or striped
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rib weave made with spun silk warp and glazed cotton

weft, moire finished. Sometimes made with mercer-

ized cotton warp.

Sericin. The name applied to the substance of

silk; the natural gum on silk.

Servisilk. Copyrighted trade name for a foun-

dation silk for soft, clinging fabrics.

Sewing Silk. Composed of from 3 to 24 threads,

2, 4 or 6 of which are united by twisting.

Shading Effects. Effects produced by different

colors or qualities of materials or by weave, the result

being a gradual change of appearance from one color

or structure to another, as in the case of an ombre

or rainbow shadings (which see).

Shaft. A single harness frame for a loom.

Shantung. A rough - surfaced silk originally

woven from the wild silk of China, with all knots,

lumps and imperfections retained; now largely pro-

duced by domestic manufacturers.

Shed. The opening made across the warp by rais-

ing some threads and depressing others ; through this

opening or shed the shuttle passes leaving the weft

in its wake.

Shedding. The dividing of the warp threads into

two parts to form a passage for the shuttle.

Shepherd Checks, Plaids. Small or large checks

or plaids similar to those worn. by the Scottish shep-

herds.

Shikeginu. A Japanese habutai with doupion

filling.
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Shikii, Brocade, Broche. Brand name for a

rough silk material in plain, jacquard or broche weaves.

Reg.

Shoe Top Silk. Heavy materials of all-silk, silk

and wool or silk and cotton in various weaves woven

plain and figured ; used for shoe tops.

Shot Silk. Fabrics woven with weft of a dif-

ferent color than that of the warp to show in the

finished cloth different colors at different angles ; also

known as changeable and as iridescent silks.

Shoot, Shot. The weft or filling.

Shower-Proof, Shower-Proof Foulard. Reg-

istered trade-mark for a process and material of satin

and twill weaves, printed.

Shrinkage. The amount of contraction which

most fabrics are subjected to from the loom to the

finished state.

Shusu-Habutai. A Japanese habutai in satin

weave.

Shuttle. The shuttle carries the filling or weft

across the warp in process of weaving.

Sicilienne. A very light-weight fabric akin to

mousseline de soie; also a corded silk and wool fabric

like bengaline.

Siglaton. A fabric worked with gold and usu-

ally red, used in the Middle Ages for curtains and

mantles.

Silk. The fine fiber spun by the caterpilars of

moths belonging chiefly to the Bombyx genus ; silk

yarn, thread, or cloth.
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Silk Shoddy. Resembles wool shoddy in origin,

consisting of recovered fibers from manufactured silks.

Silk Velvet is usually called silk velvet to dis-

tinguish it from other kinds of velvet, velveret or

velveteen (cotton velvet).

Silk Wadding. Produced from the waste after

bourette spinning. See Bourette Silk.

Singeing. Removing the fluffy nap from yarn

and fabric by burning.

Singles. A term referring to single threads hav-

ing no twist. These are sometimes doubled in various

numbers to give the requisite strength, appearance and

handle to the fabrics into which they are manufactured.

Singles are woven in the raw or gum state, the fabrics

being degummed after weaving.

Single Yarn. Yarn composed of only one strand

or thread.

Size. Any viscid substance used for stiffening

and binding fabrics.

Sizing. A process of treating yarns or goods in

process of finishing to render same smooth and firm.

To test yarn to determine their sizes.

Skein. A length of yarn made up into a hank,

varying in size and length in different fibers.

Skein or Yarn Dyed. Silk dyed in the thread or

skein form prior to weaving..

Slugs, Nubs or Nibs. Thick, lumpy spots in the

yarns or woven materials.

Snarl. A knot or curl on a yarn.
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Soft-Silk. Boiled-off or degummed silk.

Soie. French for silk.

Soie Batiste. Silk batiste, one of the most diaph-

anous of Summer silk fabrics. May be severely plain

or with self-colored dots or other tiny figures.

Soie d'Inde. See India silk.

Soie Ondee. A silk prepared by doubling a coarse

and fine thread. It is used in making gauze, to which

it gives a watered appearance.

Soleil. A name attached to shiny materials, such

as are largely used in the millinery trade, and satin

soleil for dresswear.

Souffle. The largest designs of crepon showing

a raised or puffed appearance. Souffle is the French

for puffed up.

Souple. A dull effect obtained in silk dyeing by

removing only a small portion of the gum.

Soutache. Braiding effects on cloths ; having a

braided effect.

Spinning. Drawing and twisting fibers to make

yarns or threads.

Spitalfields. A part of London famous at one

time for its silks. Industry now almost extinct. Was
vigorous rival of Lyons from 1727 to 1750. In-

numerable silken fabrics made in Spitalfields : brocade

lutestring, brocade tabby, brocade tissue, brocade da-

mask, tobine, flowered tabby, figured tobine, four-

comber damask, double tissue, gold stuff, double tabby,

brocade satin, Venetian brocade, India figured bro-

cade, tobine tabby, tobine lutestring, and so forth.
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Split-Edge. Goods woven in two or more widths

and separated by cutting between the edges.

Sponge Cloth. A cloth having a surface resemb-

ling that of a small sponge.

Spun Silk. Waste silk spun into threads on spin-

ning machines.

Stentering. See Tentering.

Stifling. Killing the chrysalis in the cocoon of

silk.

Stratford Velvet. Brand name for a Jasper

velvet piece-dyed. Reg.

Stripe. A term applied to patterns running longi-

tudinally with the warp in textile fabrics and may be

either woven or printed stripes.

Stripping. Process of removing sericin or gum
from raw silk by boiling off.

Strussa. Consisting of waste silk from double

cocoons.

Summa Silk. Trade name given to a selected

habutai silk of close, smooth weave and high luster,

claimed to be spot and waterproof.

Surah. A light, soft, twilled silk.

Surah Ecossais Quadrille. A surah in design

and coloring of Scotch squares, or shepherd checks.

Surface-Print. Printing on the face of a fabric.

Swatch. A sample or strip of material, a sample.

Swivel Effects. Produced by use of a diminu-

tive shuttle in figure weaving, the same carrying

threads of various shades with the object of obtain-
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ing special effects, as in the shading of figures, flowers,

foliage, etc.

Syra Gaza. Registered trade name for a rough

silk, woven with open mesh, and designed for use

as lining.

Tabbinet. A material of silk and worsted like

a fine tabby or poplin, plain or moired ; an upholstery

fabric.

Tabbis. French for tabby. Old name for a

watered or figured silk. Also commonly used to de-

note a plain or simple weave.

Tabby. A plain or taffeta-like weave.

Tael. A Chinese measure equivalent to one-and-

a-third ounces of silver but of varying value in differ-

ent districts.

Taffeta. A silk fabric of plain weave, with warp

threads much finer and more numerous than the fill-

ing threads. This makes the surface of the fabric

ribbed, with warp alone showing. The name taffeta

is from the Persian taftan, to spin.

Taffeta Chameleon. Taffeta having two colors

in the filling contrasting with a different one in the

warp ; a three-tone changeable effect.

Taffeta Faconne. A taffeta with a jacquard or

fancy weave effect.

Taffeta Glace. A taffeta cloth shot with weft

contrasting with a different color in warp, two-tone

effect.

Taffeta Lustre. A brilliant strong taffeta cloth.
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Taffeta Metallique. A taffeta finished in

metallic effect.

Taffeta Souplesse. Trade name for a pure dye,

soft finish taffeta, dyed in the piece.

Taffeta Uni. Plain taffeta.

Taffeta Weave. Same as plain weave or uni.

Taffetaline. Piece-dyed pongee with spun silk

weft in taffeta finish.

Tartan. From the French tartane; Spanish,

tiritaiia-—a sort of thin silk. Also, a checkered or

cross-"pattern" or plaid in colors such as are recog-

nized as distinctive with the various Scottish clans.

Tashiko. Trade name for a perspiration-proof

Japanese silk.

Tatsu Broche. A broche fabric with a weft of

dupion or double cocoon silk. Reg.

Tender Goods. Cloths rendered weak by im-

proper dyeing.

Tentering. A finishing process in which goods

are widened out or tentered by being hooked on to

chains, which expand to the width required, then carry

the cloth through a heated chamber or over gas jets

so that the cloth is dried in this position.

Terry Cloth. A material woven in looped effect

forming an uncut looped pile, as uncut velvet. One of

the family of loop-yarn construction similar to that of

the Turkish toweling.

Terry Poplin. A silk-and-wool fabric in which

the alternate warps are thrown to the surface in min-

ute loops.
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Terry Velvet. A velvet showing a pile uncut.

Tete de Negre. Niggerhead.

Texto - Festona. An artistic embroidery floss

used for scalloping edges of doilies and centerpieces.

Made only in pure white, that will wash without turn-

ing to a yellow white.

Texto-Rope. A trade term for an artificial thread

made in a great variety of artistic shades for high-

class decorative hand embroidery.

Throwing. The process of spinning silk by

winding, doubling and twisting.

Thrown Silk. Material that has been doubled

and spun into yarns of various sizes—organzine or

tram—in preparation for the loom. The raw silk of

commerce being a continuous fiber, it is "thrown" into

yarns, whereas short staples, such as silk waste, cotton,

wool or flax, are spun to achieve a like result.

Thrums. Ends of weft or warp sticking up

through the cloth ; remainders of warp and weft.

Tie Silks. Cravat silks made especially for the

making of men's neckwear.

Tinsel. Fine flattened metal threads twisted

about a cord of cotton or wool yarn.

Tinting. A process of covering the silk with a

fugitive color so that it may be readily distinguished

when in contact with other silks and particularly used

in throwing to keep separated the various lots of silks

in the process of throwing.

Tonquin Bboche. A coarse rough broche silk

material. Registered brand name.
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Tram. Filling, weft.

Travers. Stripes running in the direction of the

filling, similar to those in bayaderes (which see).

Trevette, Trevet. The cutting instrument or

sliding knife in cutting velvets woven double.

Tricot Cloth. A knitted silk fabric made from

raw silk and piece dyed-—also called jersey cloth and

milanes silk cloth (which see).

Tricotine. A variation of tricot.

Tuff-Taffaty or Tuftaffeta. A tuft or shaggy

taffeta fabric woven with a pile, like velvet; in use

in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. One of

the terms used then to imply a satin or a silk fabric

"scraped or cut to produce fluffy surfaces."

Tulle. A plain, fine silk net.

Turc. Turkish colorings or designs of Turkish

character.

Tussah. A species of rough silk obtained from

wild worms, not "in captivity," and that feed on oak

and other leaves of the forest. It is sometimes called

the "Wild Silk of India," is darker in color than ordi-

nary raw silk, contains more gum, and is more difficult

to utilize. Name also applied to silk fabrics made of

these silks.

Twill. Fabrics woven on the twilling principle

with an interlacing effect running in a diagonal direc-

tion across the goods, as distinct from non-twill effects

which will follow the direction of either warp or weft

or may have no definite direction whatever.
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Twist. The number of twists or turns given to

a yarn to bind its fibers together and thereby to add

more strength for manipulation and weaving. The

amount of twist applied varies according to the ma-

terial, process, means employed for its application, and

ultimate requirements.

Twisting. The binding of fibers into a yarn to

add to its strength. This is definitely accomplished by

running the spindle at a decided number of revolutions

according to the number of inches taken up by the

rollers of the spinning frame to which the silk is de-

livered.

Twisting-in. Joining a new warp to the ends of

an old one by twisting together.

Twist-Silk or Sewing Twist. Silk thread made

especially for sewing purposes.

Twitty. A term applied to yarn which is irregu-

lar in size.

Tyrian Taffeta. Brand name for a pure-dye

organzine taffeta. Reg.

Umbrella Silk. Plain or twill weave silks made

especially for umbrellas. See Gloria.

Uni. Plain weave.

Union Fabric. Fabrics composed of mixed ma-

terials, such as cloths made up of mixtures of silk and

cotton or silk and wool.

Usona Silk. A trade name for a silk-and-cotton

mixed fabric made of Japanese silks and proofed.

Usugin. A variety of thin habutai of Japanese

make.
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Utrecht Velvet. A furniture plush or velvet of

mohair or sometimes of cotton and mohair. Doubtless

the name Utrecht was a trading term for the heavy vel-

vets that came from this district, as distinguished from

the fine silk velvets from France and Italy.

Yalextia. A fabric composed of silk and woolen,

worsted or cotton yarns and especially designed for

waistcoats and shoe tops.

Variegated Yarx. A yarn composed of a num-
ber of colors usually obtained by printing.

Yelours. French for velvet. From the Latin

z'ellosus—hair}*. A pile fabric somewhat akin to plush,

that is produced in numberless forms, both plain and

in fancy effects.

Yelours Albigeois. A fancy striped velours fab-

ric in two or more tones, the stripes running seven or

eight to the inch.

Yelours-Axtioue-Ecossais. An antique-plaided

effect velours.

Yelou~rs de Luxe. Brand name for a pure-dye

spun silk velours. Reg.

Yelours Ecossais. A plaid velours.

Yelours Ecrase. Similar to miroir velvet.

Yelours Embosse. A velvet with the figured pat-

tern embossed in relief produced either in weaving or

by embossed rollers.

Yelours Exvers Satix. A fabric with a velvet

face and satin back, as satin back velvet ribbon.
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Velours Epingle. Velvet showing epingle or

pin ribs.

Velours Grosgrain. A grosgrain weave with a

rich, soft, velvet-like finish.

Velours Ottoman. Resembling faille Francaise.

Having a broader rib effect than gros de Tours, and

with heavier binder warp.

Velours Panne. Velvet which by process of

ironing or hot pressing flattens the pile, giving the face

a high luster.

Velours Paon. A heavy finish of pressed effect

given to velvets.

Velours Persien. Trade name for a velours in

Persian effect.

Velours Renaissance. A pure-dyed printed vel-

ours of spun yarn. Reg.

Velours Russe. A fabric of glace foundation

with silk cords and stripes of contrasting colors.

Velours Soleil. A velours with bright sheen

imparted in the finish.

Veloute. French for velvety, soft.

Velu. Hairy, rough, shaggy.

Velvet. A fabric showing a short, soft, thick

pile or nap of erect threads and plain back. May have

silk face and cotton back, or the back also may be of

silk.

As early as the Third Century B.C., we find refer-

ence to Greek and Roman draperies as having a nap

on one or two sides. Record of velvets made in Eu-
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rope 500 A.D. (See "Period Furnishings.") Velvet

was frequently mentioned in English inventories, 1300

A.D. By Spanish and Italian writers, 1400 A.D. A
writer in the early Sixteenth Century states that "the

manufacture of Italian-made satins and velvets, both

plain and cut, is made in a way totally unknown to the

ancients." (See Alan Cole, "Ornament in European

Silks," page 68.)

Velveteen. A fabric covered with a close, short,

fine pile of cotton introduced on the weft pile basis.

Venetian. Brand name for an armure pongee.

Reg.

Venetian Velvet. A velvet cloth made with

yarn-dyed organzine.

Vestings. Heavy textures of all-silk, silk-and-

cotton or silk-and-wool mixtures woven in various plain

and fancy weave effects and used for vestings.

Vigoureux Printing. So named after the in-

ventor. The printing of textile fibers to produce a

mixed color effect in the yarns and goods.

Voiles. Veilings. The sheerest and thinnest of

the hard twist gauze fabrics.

Wadding or Neri Silk. The inner portions of

the cocoon are so termed.

Warp. The longitudinal threads in a woven

fabric.

Warp Effects. Patterns which depend mainly

upon the treatment of the warp in weaving.

Warping. Winding or making the warp.
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Warp Prints. Fabrics in which designs have

been printed on the stretched warp before the weav-

ing.

Warp Rib. A warp surface weave in which the

weft picks being thicker or grouped together in greater

numbers, lay straight, causing the warp threads to bend

round them and thus produce a ribbed appearance

across the piece, but with a warp surface. Hence the

term warp rib.

Waste. Waste made in the process of manufac-

ture.

Watering. Imparting a wavy pattern to the sur-

face of fabrics, by pressure and heat. Same as moire,

which see.

Waterproof. A fabric which is made waterproof

by one of three methods : ( 1 ) By some physical ac-

tion on the material of which the fabric is composed.

(2) By impregnating the material with some water-

resisting agent. (3) By coating the material with a

film of rubber or other water-resisting agent.

Water-Tabby. A watered light-weight silk tissue.

Watteau. A pattern or design similar to those

produced by Watteau, the artist.

Watt Silk. A very irregular low grade of refuse

waste raw silk.

Waved Warp. The longitudinal threads in the

web oscillated to impart a waved appearance to the

cloth.

Weave. The interlacing of warp and weft with

each other to form a suitable cloth.
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Weaving. The process of producing a cloth by

the intersection of weft between the warp threads in

such a way as to form the desired interlacing.

Web. The whole of the textile materials on a

loom ; warp.

Weft. Same as filling. The cross threads in a

woven fabric.

Weft Bars. Broad bars or stripes running across

fabrics usually caused by weft of varying thickness

being woven in alongside one another. Such bars may
also be caused by defective letting-off and irregular

taking-up of the loom mechanism, resulting in a varia-

tion in the picks per inch.

Wefting. Interlacing the weft with the warp

;

filling; picking.

Weighting. Introducing materials to increase

the bulk and weight of silks.

Whipcord. A pronounced diagonal rib or cord

weave.

Whip Thread. The crossing thread in a gauze

fabric.

Wild Silks. Applied to fibers produced by cater-

pillars, other than the bombyx mori. Although some

of these wild species are protected against the weather

and the attacks of birds, they are not cultivated like

the true silkworm.

Winding. The process of winding silk from

skeins onto bobbins.

Woof. Weft or filling.
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Wrong-Draw. The drawing of a warp thread

through the wrong space in harness or weave, produc-

ing an imperfection in the cloth.

Wrought Velvet. The word wrought was used

in olden times to mean a fabric with ornament or de-

sign "wrought" in it, meaning worked or wrought by

hand.

Yarn Dyed. Yarns dyed in the skein or in the

thread state before weaving.

Yen. A monetary unit of Japan equivalent in

value to 49 842/1000 cents, gold.

Yuri-Hana. A lining silk recently introduced.

A trade name.

Zig Zag. A term sometimes applied to herring-

bone textures and designs.
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